
Left/Right and Digital Pizza - Organizized [OUT NOW]

STREAM on SOUNDCLOUD

     Dallas producers Left/Right  and Digital  Pizza team up again to present Organizized, a
formidable  follow up to  their last chart-topping smasher.  This time the duo gear  up and get 
their hands dirty with more raucous beats and booming bass.  Combining  styles from electro,
dubstep, soul, and breaks, Organizized is  a  brilliantly cohesive clutter. Dive into the mayhem
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http://soundcloud.com/digitalpizza/organizized-original-mix-leftright-digital-pizza-out-soon


Left/Right and Digital Pizza - Organizized [OUT NOW]

late August 27 on   Sound Of Habib with remixes by 9b0 and the Hunter Vaughan to follow. 
    
    DOWNLOAD HERE
    
   

    REVIEWS:
   "Texas' Left/Right always comes with the classy breakbeat flavour, and 
 this collaboration with Digital Pizza is another tight-bottomed funky little banger, with 
 a slight ravey edge thanks to the diva-esque female vocal snatches. 
 Those who like their tunes to do more than just roll will appreciate a 
 track that shifts up regularly as it slides with insouciant cool from 
 one section to the next, never leaving the ears bored."
    -IDJ Mag
    
    "Yep in my sets, rocking"
-Barry Ashworth (Dub Pistols, UK)

    
    "Monster bass hook! Will be playing this out a lot." 
-Farace (Kick It Recordings, US)

    
    "Hot track! Slick as hell guys. You have my full support with this one!"  
-Refracture (Dusted Breaks, UK)   

 "Big peak time rockin number boys! Love the trip into dubstep. Keep it up !!"   
-Run Riot (We Are Live Records, UK)

    
    'Quality well produced intelligent breaks here we'll definitely give these a spin on the radio
and in the clubs"
-George 601 (Rocstar, UK)

    
    "Nice work! Will defo get some plays outta this one!" 
-Lee Martin (Dusted Breaks Records, UK)

    
    "I've been playing this one a lot. L/R & DP always come correct and this one only proves it
that much more." 
-Ceos (Downbeat Recordings)

    
    "Holy frijoles -- Left / Right has smashed it  again with Organizized! Full throttle support from
me on  NSB Radio, I  am looking forward to the crowds' reaction at upcoming  gigs around the 
Bay Area and at Burning Man." 
-Scritch (NSB Radio, US)

    
   

    check out this other recent Left/Right material
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http://bit.ly/LeftRight
http://www.soundcloud.com/left-right

